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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
I am a senior innovation and
marketing executive with
significant experience in
creating solutions and building
insightful strategies. I deliver
better knowledge to my clients
about trends, behavior and the
future of healthcare. I have
already interviewed, conducted
meetings, and taught classes to
more than 3,000 doctors,
patients, and executives in total,
addressing the most diverse
projects. My latest articles and
posts are on my Website,
Medium, and more on
Instagram and LinkedIn.

SKILLS AND
EXPERTISE
Design Thinking
Qualitative Marketing Research
Neuromarketing
Leadership Training
Podcast
Healthcare Industry
Innovation

CONTACT ME AT:
Email:
paulo@paulocrepaldi.com
Phone: +55(11) 97133 8110
Website:
www.paulocrepaldi.com
Office Address: 1857, Artur de
Azevedo St, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
05404-015

Handles formwork placing and stripping, layouting,
and concrete pouring
Supervises and trains other carpenters
In charge of structural repairs

NEUROMARKETING RESEARCHER
Mindroads | Feb 2006 - Sept 2013
Handles formwork placing and stripping, layouting,
and concrete pouring
Supervises and trains other carpenters
In charge of structural repairs

LEADERSHIP TRAINER

Brimberg Associados | Nov 2004 - Jan 2006
Performed diverse construction tasks such as
carpentry, repairs, and punch lists
Complied with blueprints and sketches
Fabricated cabinets and shelves

BIOGRAPHY

ENTREPRENEURIAL MINDSET
With a restless mind, I decided
to invite executives to write
about the future of the sales
representative in Brazil and
made this article collection the
first Collaborative eBook in the
healthcare industry with over
2,000 downloads (Portuguese
and English versions).
In 2015, I got interested in the
Furthermore, in 2020 I decided
Podosfera and realized that in
that I should keep on sharing,
Brazil, there was a lack of social
this time about my five years
sharing. I was having lunches,
coffees, and meetings with brilliant experience attending the most
significant innovation events like
minds, without allowing others to
SXSW, HIMSS, Rock Health, C2,
learn from it. So, the first Podcast
and it was time for a weekly
dedicated to Healthcare
video blog on IGTV to talk about
executives was born; the channel
the things I was involved, read
is nowadays a reference in the
and listened to and then a new
segment. Via Oral has more than
500 plays per episode and is in its channel called TOMOU? started,
a project which challenges me
third season.
every week, and I am in love.
Also known as PC, decided to start
a new business focused on the
Health Industry using approaches
based on Neuromarketing,
Behavioral psychology, and
Innovation called ING Marketing &
Training.

